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Abstract—The point spread function (PSF) is an important
measure of spatial resolution in charge-coupled devices (CCDs)
for point-like objects, since it affects image quality and
spectroscopic resolution. We present new data and theoretical
developments for lateral charge diffusion in thick, fully-depleted
CCDs developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(LBNL). Because they can be over-depleted, the LBNL devices
have no field-free region and diffusion is controlled through the
application of an external bias voltage. We give results for a
3512×3512 format, 10.5 μm pixel back-illuminated p-channel
CCD developed for the SuperNova/Acceleration Probe (SNAP),
a proposed satellite-based experiment designed to study dark
energy. The PSF was measured at substrate bias voltages
between 3 V and 115 V. At a bias voltage of 115 V, we measure
an rms diffusion of 3.7 ± 0.2 μm. Lateral charge diffusion in
LBNL CCDs will meet the SNAP requirements.
Index Terms—charge coupled device, diffusion processes,
high-resistivity silicon, optical transfer functions
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I. INTRODUCTION

charge diffusion occurs during the movement of
photogenerated carriers in a CCD as they travel from the
point of generation to the potential wells where the charge is
collected. Pixel size and lateral charge diffusion are the
primary factors determining the spatial resolution of a CCD.
In thin back-illuminated CCDs used for astronomical imaging,
the lateral diffusion is approximately equal to the thickness of
the field-free region, typically on the order of 5–10 μm. By
contrast, the LBNL thick, fully-depleted CCDs [1] have no
field-free region. Even though charge created near the
backside must drift across the thick substrate (200–300 μm) to
reach the pixel, with sufficient over-depletion of the substrate
the lateral diffusion can be lower than that of thin devices.
The thick substrate extends the detection efficiency into the
near-infrared and minimizes fringing. Since lateral charge
ATERAL
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diffusion increases linearly with substrate thickness, the
optimal application-specific detector will trade off extended
red response and PSF.
The LBNL devices are fabricated from high-resistivity
(4−10 kΩ/cm), weakly doped, n-type silicon, with p-type
channels made with boron implants. The charge carriers
collected are holes. This design was chosen as a result of the
straightforward implementation of extrinsic gettering
techniques for low dark current with n-type high-resistivity
silicon and for increased radiation hardness [2]. The substrate
can be fully depleted with a bias voltage, typically in the range
of 15–30V for a 200 μm thick CCD. Over-depletion of the
substrate reduces lateral diffusion since the charge transport
velocity increases with large electric fields. Recent design
changes have produced devices that can operate at substrate
voltages exceeding 200 V [3].
The LBNL CCDs are well-suited for space and groundbased astronomical imaging and spectroscopy. The devices
tested here were developed specifically for a large pixel-count
focal plane in SNAP [4], a proposed satellite experiment
designed to observe approximately 2000 high-redshift
supernovae and carry out a weak-lensing survey to study dark
energy. For good quantum efficiency in the near-infrared, the
SNAP CCDs will have a substrate thickness of 200 μm, while
for optimal spatial resolution for weak lensing the rms PSF
should not exceed 4 μm. We describe here the characterization
of the lateral charge diffusion in these thick, high voltage
CCDs as a function of the applied bias voltage using a
previously reported technique [5].
II. MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
The virtual knife edge method, originally developed in [5],
is based on the Foucault knife-edge technique, which is used
to determine the profile of a light beam. An obstructing
device is placed at the focus of a pinhole projector. The
projected beam is scanned across the object edge. Data for
intensity versus beam position, assuming a Gaussian beam
profile, can be fitted to an error function to extract the beam
width.
The idea behind a virtual knife edge experiment is similar.
Instead of a physical obstruction blocking the light, a region
of pixels over which the signal from the spot is summed is
used, and this region is referred to as the integration area. A
set of images with varying integrated intensities is acquired as
the spot is moved out of the integration area. The edge of the
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integration area serves the same function as the physical knife
edge. Fig. 1 is an illustration of the concept. The technique
has the advantage of being independent of the physical pixel
size and having no scattered light from a physical knife edge.
A plot of the total light in the integration area for each
image scan position follows an error function with a transition
width determined by the convolution of the beam width and
the lateral charge diffusion. Fitting the scan data with an error
function, or equivalently fitting its derivative with a Gaussian,
yields a measurement of the lateral charge diffusion of the
CCD.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The CCD is cooled to 133 K inside a liquid-nitrogen dewar
operated at 10-5 torr. We use a Lakeshore autotuning
temperature controller to maintain the temperature to within
0.1 K. The front of the dewar has an anti-reflection coated
glass window and faces into a light-tight box. A shutter is
used to control exposure times. An Oriel monochromator
driven by a xenon arc lamp provides light via an optical fiber
to a 10 μm pinhole followed by a 25 mm long collimator.
Scattered light is reduced by a blackened, threaded baffle on
the inside of the tube. The collimated pinhole is focused on
the CCD by a Mitutoyo 34 mm working-distance microscope
objective. The theoretically achievable full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the focused light beam is 2.6 μm at
550 nm. The projector sits inside the light-tight box on an xy-z translation stage. The motor stage is carefully aligned so
that the x-axis is parallel to the CCD rows and the z-axis is
parallel to the columns. Both axes are coplanar with the CCD
surface.
The CCD is controlled and read out by a modified
Astronomical Research Cameras Gen II controller. The utility
board is configured to control the exposure timing, shutter
operation, x-y-z motion of the projector, and position encoder
readout. Java-based software manages the controller for data
acquisition, and the data are analyzed using tools developed in
Research Systems, Inc. IDL.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A. Preliminary Measurements
The Foucault knife-edge technique, using a razor blade,
was used to measure the beam size. The measured rms width
was 1.2 ± 0.1 µm, which is consistent with diffraction and the
geometry of the setup. To focus the spot on the CCD, we start
with a substrate voltage of 55 V, which is sufficient to overdeplete the CCD. We first center the spot on one pixel. We
then adjust the distance from the projector to the CCD using
the motorized focus stage and compare the signal in the
nearest-neighbor pixels to the central pixel. When the ratio of
the two is minimized, the spot is focused. We were able to
obtain a focus precision of 20 µm. We could maintain focus
for up to eight hours.
We used the ratio of nearest neighbors to the central pixel
to test whether the focused spot remained on-axis after
significant lateral translation by scanning multiple times in all
directions and noting the drift. We found an average drift in
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the x-direction of 0.40 μm per 100 μm of motion in the zdirection, and 0.76 μm of drift in the z-direction per 100 μm of
motion in the x-direction. In a normal scan, covering 200 μm
along the x-axis, the drift was less than 0.5%, which is not
significant.
Pixel-to-pixel non-uniformity can complicate the lateral
diffusion measurements.
Because of variations in the
fabrication process, different pixels may have slightly
different light response. To determine the degree to which
this would affect our data, we scanned the spot across several
pixels and then plotted the pixel response. We found that the
pixel response was uniform to within 2%, therefore no
correction was necessary.
B. Diffusion Measurement
Our scans varied in substrate voltage from 3 to 115 V and
each had 150 images on average. The scans covered 10–60
pixels with step size from 0.4–40 μm. We varied the step size
as a function of voltage since, at low voltages, diffusion is
large and large step sizes more efficiently spanned the pixels
containing the charge. The size of the integration area was
also varied with substrate voltage. A square of about five
times the rms diffusion on each side was used for the
integration area; larger integration squares introduced
additional read noise and degraded the fit error, while smaller
integration squares did not completely contain the generated
charge. Fig. 2 shows the collected charge distribution in an
array of CCD pixels at several voltages, demonstrating the
variation of diffusion with voltage.
To optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, we adjusted the
exposure time to have as many photons as possible without
saturating the pixels. Exposure times varied from 0.1–
10 seconds, and were selected to fill the pixel wells one-third
full. At low voltages, longer exposure times were required
since charge diffused into more neighboring pixels. At high
voltages, we were careful to keep the exposure time short
enough to avoid saturating the central pixel and blooming into
neighboring pixels.
During data taking we monitored the baseline level of the
CCD. We repeated measurements for any scan point that
exhibited abnormal fluctuations due to excess background
noise. We also scanned over the same set of pixels each time
to avoid any pixel-to-pixel variation. All of the data were
taken with 550 nm light and all the scans were taken across
the channel stops (along the row direction). Previous work
showed no difference between diffusion measured in the row
and column directions, and no difference between diffusion
measured using different wavelengths of visible light [5].
Once the setup was completed and the spot size was
characterized, we collected data with a device similar to the
one previously characterized [5]. We found that we were able
to reproduce the previous results. We then moved on to the
high voltage SNAP CCD, a 3512×3512, 193 μm thick,
10.5 μm pixel, back-illuminated device. Fig. 3 shows typical
data from one scan and its derivative. Also shown are fits to
an error function and a Gaussian, respectively. The Gaussianfit rms diffusion as a function of substrate voltage is plotted in
Fig. 4 and listed in Table 1.
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C. Systematic and Statistical Errors
Once we had taken scans, we checked the robustness of the
data in several ways. We compared error function and
Gaussian fits. The diffusion results were in good agreement,
but the Gaussian method was found to be less sensitive to
fluctuations at the end points of the scan. We also collected
data for several sizes of integration areas and several positions
of the virtual knife edge in the software. Similar results were
obtained within the statistical errors.
We investigated statistical uncertainties due to shot noise
and read noise. The read noise was ~20 analog-to-digital
units (ADUs), small compared to the shot noise on the signal,
which varied from 300−750 ADUs (2-5%) for most substrate
voltages. The measurement error was dominated by the
statistical uncertainties on the data points due to shot noise;
therefore we took a large number of diffusion data points in
order to mitigate this.
There can be systematic errors, discussed above, due to
pixel-to-pixel non-uniformity and focus precision. The pixelto-pixel uniformity error was found to be small. The focus
drifted by small amounts, but not significantly during scans.
V. THEORY
We first review the original theory initially developed in
[6], and then describe modifications required to fit the data
accurately. The distribution of charges is Gaussian, with a
distribution determined by the electric field shape, the
diffusion coefficient and the transit time. If the CCD is not
fully depleted, diffusion is dominated by the field-free region;
the field is zero in the field-free region and increases linearly
to Emax , the electric field at the junction between the buried
channel and the substrate. If the CCD is over-depleted, the
field increases linearly from ED at the backside ohmic
contact to Emax . We consider these two cases separately.
A. Diffusion in an Over-depleted CCD
The charge drift velocity vd is proportional to E at low
E : vd = μE where μ is the carrier mobility. We can
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high substrate voltages, above 50 V, we can use the
asymptotic form to predict the diffusion.
B. Diffusion in a CCD with a field-free region
In the case of a CCD that is not fully depleted, diffusion in
the field-free region dominates. In this case, the total rms
width is approximately equal to the thickness of the field-free
region [7]. We can write this as the device thickness minus
the thickness of the depleted region:
2ε Si
(3)
(Vsub − VJ ' ) .
σ ff = y D −
qN D

In the region where the diffusion contributions from the fieldfree and depleted regions are comparable, we use an
interpolation algorithm developed in [7] to predict the
diffusion.
C. Comparing Data to Theory
In order to compare our data to theory, we first used
equation (3) to fit the quantity ( y D − σ ff ) 2 , which is linear at
low voltages. We extracted a depletion voltage of 18.1 V, a
dopant density N D = 1.2 ×1012 cm-3 , and a junction voltage

VJ ' = −17.1V. The fit is shown in Fig. 5. With these
parameters we calculate the over-depleted diffusion given by
(1). At voltages well above the depletion voltage, our data
were consistently 30–40% above the theoretical predictions.
After repeated checks of the apparatus, beam size, and fit
calculations, we remained convinced of the accuracy of our
experimental data.
D. New Developments in the Theory
We believe the discrepancy between the data and the
asymptotic theory lies in a reduction of carrier mobility with
increasing electric field. At low electric fields, charge
velocity and charge transit time depend linearly on field
strength. As field strength increases, the velocity fielddependence becomes non-linear as the scattering of energetic
charge carriers increases, primarily due to optical phonon
emission [8]. This effect can be expressed as a correction to
the carrier mobility [9]. The mobility is modified such that

integrate this equation [6], to find the over-depleted diffusion
variance
2
=
σ od

2k BT ε Si ⎛ Emax ⎞ ,
⎟
ln⎜
q qN D ⎜⎝ Emin ⎟⎠

(1)

where we have used the Einstein relationship D μ = k BT q .
D is the diffusion coefficient, k B is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the temperature in kelvins, q is the electron (or hole)
charge,

ε Si

is the permittivity of silicon, and

N D is the

dopant density. For high constant fields, i.e. neglecting space
charge in the depleted region, the asymptotic form of (1) is
2
yD

k BT
,
(2)
q Vsub − VJ '
where y D is the device thickness, Vsub is the substrate
voltage, and V J ' is the effective junction potential [1]. For
2
σ asymp
=2

μ (T , E ) =

μ0 (T )

m(T , E )

,

(4)

where μ 0 (T ) = 1.31 × 108 T −2.20 cm 2 /V ⋅ s is the low-field
mobility for holes and m(T , E ) is a correction factor given by

[

m(T , E ) ≈ 1 + (E / Ec )β

] β,
1

(5)

where the critical field Ec = 1.24T 1.68 V/cm and

β = 0.46T 0.17 [10]. The drift velocity can now be written
using the modified mobility
(6)
vd (T , E ) = μ (T , E ) E .
For high fields, we can replace E by its average value
〈E 〉 and calculate the transit time, ttr , for a device of
thickness y D :
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y
yD
ttr = D =
vd μ (T , E ) E
=

yD

(7)

μ (T , E )(Vsub − VJ )

.

(8)

D
yD
.
= 2 Dttr = 2
μ (T , 〈 E 〉 ) (Vsub − VJ )

(9)
[12]

Using Einstein’s equation again, the resulting expression for
the asymptotic lateral charge diffusion is
2
σ asymp

k T
y D2
=2 B
m(T , 〈 E 〉 ) .
q (Vsub − VJ )

[10]

[11]

2

σ

[9]

2

Using this high-field transit time to find the asymptotic
diffusion yields
2
asymp

[8]

(10)

The revised theoretical predictions are plotted in Fig. 4.
The asymptotic form is a better fit to the data at voltages
significantly above the depletion voltage. Overall, the
inclusion of the field dependence of mobility yields excellent
agreement between data and theory at high voltage. There is
still a small disparity near the depletion voltage, where the
data are higher than the improved theoretical predictions. It is
possible that there are additional temperature and field
dependences in the diffusion coefficient [11]-[13].

[13]
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FIGURES

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We created a stable experimental setup that allowed for the
measurement of lateral charge diffusion in CCDs. We
measured lateral charge diffusion in thick, fully-depleted
CCDs. The voltage dependence of the experimental data
motivated a modification of the theory to correctly account for
high field effects. Our measurement at a substrate voltage of
115 V yields an rms PSF of 3.71 ± 0.16 μm, which meets the
SNAP requirements. Future work will include intrapixel
response studies, measurements of effects at the edge pixels of
the CCD and investigation of lateral charge diffusion at near
infrared wavelengths.
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Fig. 1. The virtual knife edge concept. The spot is scanned to the right
over the pixels on the CCD and eventually exits the integration area. The
summed charge in the area square exhibits an error function shape.

Fig. 2. The CCD response profile to a 1.2 µm rms beam spot for three
different substrate bias voltages. Full depletion is reached at 20 V. Each
grid box is a 10.5 µm pixel and the height is the detected charge.
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Fig. 3. Sample scan analysis. The top plot is the measured CCD counts in
the integration area versus the beam position; the bottom plot is the
derivative of the top. The top data can be fit with an error function, and the
bottom data can be fit with a Gaussian. Both fits are obtained and
compared as a consistency check. For these data, the error function sigma
is 10.8 ± 0.002 µm, and the Gaussian sigma is 10.9 ± 0.6 µm.
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Fig. 5. The low-voltage linear fit used to determine parameters for the highvoltage fit. Here the square of the wafer thickness minus diffusion is plotted
against the substrate voltage. The Vsub intercept is the junction voltage and
the slope contains the carrier density.
TABLE I
RMS DIFFUSION MEASUREMENTS VERSUS SUBSTRATE BIAS VOLTAGE.
Vsub (V)

Fig. 4. The measured rms diffusion (data points) as a function of the substrate
bias voltage. The data are for a 193 µm thick high voltage CCD, and at the
highest voltage, the diffusion is lower than the 4 µm SNAP design goal. The
field-free region line is the theoretical fit for operation below full depletion,
the depleted region line is the theoretical prediction for over-depleted
operation, and the asymptotic theory line is the simplified limit of the depleted
region theory. The full theory line is the convolution of the field-free and
depleted theories.

Diffusion (μm)

Error (μm)

2.84
48.8
1.1
3.82
45.1
1.0
4.83
41.9
0.9
5.83
38.8
0.9
6.84
37.3
0.8
7.87
31.1
0.6
8.89
29.1
0.4
9.86
25.6
0.4
11.91
19.3
0.4
14.90
12.6
0.3
16.96
10.7
0.3
19.94
9.1
0.3
25.10
7.3
0.2
30.10
6.7
0.2
35.04
6.3
0.3
45.20
5.4
0.3
55.20
4.9
0.3
75.30
4.4
0.2
95.40
4.3
0.2
115.40
3.7
0.2
The beam spot size has been subtracted in quadrature.
statistical only.

The errors are

